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1. Summary

 Formulate feature transform using a set of 

context-expanded, region-dependent linear 

transforms (RDLTs)

 Train RDLTs by a lattice-free, tied-state based 

maximum mutual information (MMI) criterion

 Leverage both long-span features and 

contextual weight expansion

 Achieve relative word error reduction of 10% 

and 6% respectively compared with 

conventional RDLT baselines

3. Training criterion / optimization

 An MMI criterion formulated on decision-tree 

tied tri-phone HMM states is used

 Lattice-free – more efficient and less 

dependent on the language model used in 

training

 A batch-mode, adaptive Rprop algorithm is 

performed in optimization

 Per-parameter initial step sizes are set in a 

semi-automatic process (refer to the paper for 

details)
2. CE-RDLT

 Context-expanded region-dependent feature 

transform

 Conventional fMPE, FE-RDLT and WE-RDLT 

are special cases of CE-RDLT

5. Experimental results

 Learning curve

 Comparison of RDLTs trained w/ and w/o 

lattices (ML baseline WER: 26.5)

 w/ lattices

 w/o lattices

 Comparison with deep neural network (DNN-

HMM) on the same task

 Both achieve similar training set tied-state 

classification accuracies (~60%)

 DNN-HMM achieves much lower WER on testing set 

(17.1%)

6. Conclusions

 Both the long-span features and the contextual 

weight expansion are helpful in the proposed 

context-expanded RDLT (CE-RDLT) feature 

transform

 The best practice is to train the feature-space 

CE-RDLTs by using lattice-free, tied-state 

based discriminative training, while model-

space GMM-HMMs are trained by using a 

conventional word-lattice based discriminative 

training method

 Future work: train the output (softmax) layer of 

a DNN by lattice-based discriminative training, 

while other layers were trained by lattice-free 

tied-state based discriminative training

 Combined with GMM-HMM training using 

lattice-free tied-state based MMI

 Training set tied-state classification accuracy 

increased to 63%

 No WER reduction on testing set

 Combined with GMM-HMM training using 

lattice-based BMMI

4. Experimental setups

 Training: 309hr Switchboard-1 conversational 

telephone speech transcription

 fMPE: 7x50k 39-dimensional bias vectors

 FE-RDLT: 1k 39x573 RDLTs

 WE-RDLT: 7x1k 39x53 RDLTs

 CE-RDLT: 7x1k 39x573 RDLTs

 Testing: NIST 2000 Hub5
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